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I n t r o d u c t i o n  (but are always spatially bounded). Unfortunately, the genera- 

Probably, most of the readers of this Bulletin are quite familiar 
with Forbus's [2] Qualitative process theory which I'll refer to from 
nowon as QPT. QPTis a popular, satisfactorily sound, and rather 
complete (do not read the last two words in the logical sense) 
theory for reasoning about the physical aspects of the daily world, 
viz. the enterprise of qualitative reasoning. (See [5] for an excellent 
recent review of qualitative reasoning.) The book under review is 
an attempt to fill in some gaps in QPT and render it more com- 
plete. And in this, it succeeds admirably. 

Q u a l i t a t i v e  p r o c e s s  t h e o r y  

The book requires more than a superficial knowledge of QPT 
which I can't hope to present here. For that plus a wider frame- 
work to evaluate D'Ambrosio's work, the reader is referred to 
references [2]. Here, I give a very short introduction to QPT. 
Needless to say, D'Ambrosio regards QPT (and I concur with this 
view) as a powerful tool for reasoning about the control of com- 
plex engineered physical systems, especially when they are not 
properly understood or the feasibility of making observations of 
the systems is bleak. I would suggest at this point that the reader 
take a look at a non-technical article of Forbus treating precisely 
this issue [6]. 

QPT is essentially a process-based theory. Unlike device-based 
theories (of Johan de Kleer and John Seely Brown [7] process- 
based theories are more efficient in dynamical systems. The rea- 
son is that in a device-based theory every individual device com- 
ponent should be identified with all of its associated processes 
and all effects. This becomes troublesome as the number of pro- 
cesses increases. Equally important is the necessity of exact defi- 
nitions for all interactions. Finally, a device-centered theory is 
not capable of representing causality, and the vanishing and cre- 
ation of objects. 

QPT is based on the idea that all state changes occur as a result of 
active processes. Therefore, the above limitations can be overrid- 
den by proper descriptions of the active processes. Of course, the 
notorious f i 'ameproblem cannot be solved completely by simply 
identifying all possible processes. There may be all the necessary 
conditions for a process to take place but some other influence 
may cause some other process to start. This places a burden to 
state preconditions ad infinitum. A way out may be histories, in- 
vented by Patrick J. Hayes [2]. A history is a basic ontological 
primitive which is a piece of spacetime with natural boundaries, 
both temporal and spatial. In the older situational calculus- again 
due to Hayes and John McCarthy, cf. [2] - situations are used to 
model the world at different instants of time. Temporally each sit- 
uation is an instant (but is spatially unbounded). By contrast, his- 
tories are descriptions of objects that are extended through time 

tion and intersection of histories may be as difficult as the origi- 
nal frame problem. (After all, histories are 4-dimensional ani- 
mals with funny surfaces!) Still QPT makes the assumption that 
for an interaction to occur there must be an intersection of histo- 
ries. 

In QPT, a process is described in five parts: 

- Individuals: Objects participating in the process. 

- Preconditions: Necessary conditions for the process to be pos- 
sible. 

- Quantity conditions: Desired quantities for the process. 

- Relations: How the process variables are related with each 
other. 

- Influences: What differs if a quantity is changed. 

Reasoning in QPT involves four stages: 

- Elaboration: Determination of all participants to meet the 
preconditions. 

- Process and view structure: Determination of all possible pro- 
cess instances which are mutually consistent. 

- Influence resolution: Determination of the direct and indi- 
rect effects of the process on the participants. 

- Limit analysis: Predictions based on the determined in- 
fluences. 

Note, on the other hand, that the following ambiguities in QPT 
are problematic: 

- QPT cannot resolve conflicting influences. 

- QPT cannot order predicted results. 

- QPT has no quantitative model of relations and time. 

D ' A m b r o s i o ' s  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  

In order to overcome these difficulties, D'Ambrosio develops a 
set of extensions to QPT. These extensions are built upon the no- 
tion of linguistic variables which represent uncertain or imprecise 
system-specific information [8]. It is useful to identify three com- 
ponents of the extension D'Ambrosio has developed: 

- A linguistic quantity space represents partial information 
about quantity conditions and relate quantity orderings using 
linguistic descriptions of parameter magnitudes. 

- LbTguistic functional strength annotations are used by an ex- 
tended inference resolution algorithm in order to resolve am- 
biguities. 

- Linguistic perturbation analysis helps estimate the effects of 
hypothetical control actions. 
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When control applications are considered, measurement interpre- 
tation [4] becomes an important part of the theory. D'Ambrosio 
proposes that fuzzy control may be a good approach in problems 
for which the measurements have reasonable uncertainties. Here 
two things come into picture: fuzzification and defuzzification are 
defined as changing a measured value to a fuzzy value including 
uncertainty, and changing a fuzzy decision to a control action, re- 
spectively. 

D'Ambrosio's approach to coupling symbolic and numeric com- 
putation for truth maintenance is through two technical devices: 
ATMS and SLP. Let's take a quick look at these. 

ArMS (Assumpt.ion-based truth maintenance system) due to de 
Kleer is well-known. The idea is to make a proposition true using 
some assumptions and keep the assumptions with the proposi- 
tion. Then propositions are propagated together with their as- 
sumptions. If, at any time, one of the assumption sets is realized 
as true, then the propositions having that assumption set are set 
to true. Then this also propagates. The fuzzy logic implementa- 
tion of ArMS by D'Ambrosio is similar. 

SLP (Support logic programming) is basically a method designed 
for fuzzy computations. In this system the truth value of a propo- 
sition is defined by two variables: S ~, the lower bound, and S u, the 
upper bound of the fuzzy truth value. Propagations are made 
analogous to ArMS. In the same system, ArMS and SLP can be 
used in conjunction with each other and the truth value bounds 
are given by the conditional probabilities of the assumptions. 

QPA (Qualitative perturbation analysis) is really an improvement 
to QPT in a theoretical sense. It starts from the classical method 
of small-signal analysis, develops a qualitative notion of it, and 
then extends the basic influence resolution algorithm of Forbus 
[2] to perform this analysis. QPT considers only the first deriva- 
tive of a variable. In other words, it can decide that if something is 
zero and its derivative is zero, then it will be zero in the near fu- 
ture. However, QPA searches for the first non-zero derivative to 
make a decision about the near future. Consider a spring and a 
mass and assumex = 0, v = 0, a = +,  i.e.,x and its first derivative 
is zero at t = to. Then QPT needs more complex justifications to 
reach the conclusion thatx will be + for any t >to whereas QPA 
can directly reach the conclusion. 

A main premise of the work reported in this book is that problem 
solving in the domain of the control of complex engineered de- 
vices proceeds by an iterative process of constructing, applying, 
and "patching" models of the system under consideration. The 
following is a more detailed statement of this premise: 

D;4mbrosio'sPatchingParadigrn: Problem solving does not 
proceed by relying on a unique representation and manipu- 
lating it until a solution is found, but rather by selecting an 
initial representation, solving some problems with it, 
"patching" the representation in response to problems 
faced during this endeavor, and again continuing with 
problem solving. "Patches" are found on the basis of the 
problems encountered and the questions to be answered, 
and are obtained from sources of information external to 
the theory. 

Some no t - so - s e r i ous  blemishes 

It is difficult to grasp the underlying ideas in Chapter 2, the chap- 
ter on fuzzy logic control. This may be due to my lack of back- 
ground in fuzzy logic or reflect my obtuseness. But, I insist that 
D'Ambrosio should at least provide a list of variables to clarify 
the formulas in pp. 9-13. I had much less trouble with the "pro- 
gram-like" declarative segments appearing in several places in 
the book. These, however, are not exactly the clearest programs 
that can be givrn. It wouldn't hurt to beautify them with more 
comments, and above all, to offer better motivation. 

A few words on the style, readability, and appearance. I hate ty- 
pos and I couldn't find many in this book. I think D'Ambrosio did 
a fine job in writing this book which was produced from camera- 
ready text prepared by the author using TEX. It includes many 
figures (for a book of its size) which are clear, informative, and 
nicely drawn. I observed that in various places the original figures 
were too big and caused some overflow. Although the references 
are informative enough, they are somewhat hastily prepared and 
omit pointers to the final versions of some papers. (For example, 
Forbus's seminal paper [2] is not cited. Instead, D'Ambrosio uses 
Forbus's 1984 MIT Ph.D. thesis. Similarly, Hayes's "Liquids" pa- 
per is cited as a memo; the reader is referred to the Weld and De 
Kleer collection [cf. References below] for an accessible version 
of that important paper.) As for the Index, I think it is fair to say 
that it is barely passable. 

Verdict 

This is a good, readable book which originated from the author's 
1986 Berkeley Ph.D. thesis with the same title. I recommend it to 
specialists in the areas of qualitative reasoning, naive physics, and 
common sense reasoning. Engineers who are interested in fuzzy 
logic control techniques will also find a down-to-earth treatment 
here. Finally, process control researchers with no AI background 
may find in this book enough motivation and good examples to 
let them judge the contact points for cross-fertilization between 
two areas. 

The following mini Table of Contents is provided to give an idea 
about where D'Ambrosio mostly spends his time: 

Overview (4 pp.) 
Fuzzy logic control (11 pp.) 
Introduction to QPT (15 pp.) 
Application of QPT to Process Control-An example (13 pp.) 

Ambiguity in QPT (12 pp.) 

Linguistic variables (26 pp.) 
Linguistic quantity spaces (14 pp.) 
Characterization of functional relationships (24 pp.) 
QPA (20 pp.) 
Evaluation and conclusion (5 pp.) 
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This is not your typical book on logic. The novel tone of this book 
is established by the author's desire for unity among the various 
logics which have been introduced to date. The basic questions 
addressed by this book are: "If logic is objective how come there 
are so many logics? Is there one right logic, or many right ones? 
Is there some underlying unity that connects them ?" [Preface] In 
answering these questions it becomes apparent that a major pre- 
occupation of the author lies with understanding and explaining 
the relationship between the truths of the logics, i.e. their theo- 
rems, and everyday reality and reasoning. In a nutshell the au- 
thor develops and shares with the reader a process of abstraction 
from the natural language of everyday reasoning to a more for- 
malized language of logic. This abstraction process is driven by 
the type of reasoning to be done. This basic process is responsi- 
ble for the expanding collection of logics under study today. The 
author invites us to join him in exploring the underlying unity he 
is proposing as a basis for this abstraction process. 

Chapter 1: The Basic Assumptions of Propositional Logic is 
used to establish and explain the author's basic vocabulary. In 
addition to providing definitions for terms like logic, sentence, 
and proposition the author briefly discusses two ideas which are 
central to his thinking and have greatly helped shape the material 
in this book. 

The first has to do with the concepts of "abstraction" and "ab- 
stracting". The author is not a Platonist. He does not believe that 
the power of logic derives from the consideration of timeless and 
eternal truths which "abstractions" are. Rather he believes %.. it 
is our common reasoning which comes first and that. . ,  proofs, to 
be convincing, must be shown to conform to that in their essen- 
tials. Confining logic to only the study of the 'timeless and eter- 
nal truths ' . . ,  seems to me not only too restrictive, but a reversal 
of the proper development of logic." [p. 6] The author, however, 
does firmly believe in the process of abstracting from everyday 
experiences and objects to develop the ideal objects which will be 
the focus of a formal logic. Unlike the Platonists Epstein's start- 
ing point in the development and study of logics is the everyday 
reality and reasoning which the reasoner experiences and partici- 
pates in. 

The second of the two major ideas expressed by the author in this 
first chapter is the relative importance between form, i.e. syntax, 

and content, i.e. semantics. As might be expected from the title 
of this book the author emphasizes semantical considerations. 
This helps to differentiate this work from others which empha- 
size form ". . .  as when logic is presented solely as a collection of 
forms of sentences which are acceptable and ways to syntactically 
manipulate them." 

Both notions of "abstracting" and "semantics" play an indispens- 
able part in the author's analysis and presentation of the selected 
logics in the rest of the book. 

Chapter II: Classical Propositional Logic (PC) contains the 
author's presentation of this simplest of all logics (author's posi- 
tion). The material covered is typical of most treatments of prop- 
ositional logic and is complete. The chapter includes a discussion 
of the role of mathematics in the study of logic and a mathemati- 
cal formulation of PC is provided. The author's analyses in this 
chapter motivates the general framework for studying the se- 
mantic aspects of logic which he introduces in a later chapter 
(Chapter IV). In his concluding comments in this chapter the 
author briefly discusses some of the issues associated with con- 
siderations of the reasonableness and paradoxes of PC. In dis- 
cussing the reasonableness aspect the author identifies a signifi- 
cant criterion that PC must be measured against. This criterion 
is: "Is it a reasonably accurate model of our pre-formal notions? 
Does it require us to give up a great deal of our intuitions about 
what's true, or what follows from what?" [p. 58] In the ensuing 
discussion of paradoxes he evaluates PC as failing to meet this sig- 
nificant criterion of reasonableness. 

Chapter III: Relatedness Logic: The Subject Matter of a Propo- 
sition "S and R" in conjunction with the following Chapter IV 
forms the nucleus of this book. The material in this and the next 
chapter are original contributions by the author and his associ- 
ates to the field of logic. This chapter introduces the concept of 
relatedness - the concept which tics the propositions of a logic 
with the real world as we experience it. The notion of relatedness 
as presented by the author is intuitively quite appealing. The au- 
thor understands " . . .  two propositions as being related if they 
share, either explicitly or implicitly, some common predication or 
both refer to some common object." [p. 64] The concept of re- 
latedness is formalized as a relation and the properties of that re- 
lation are developed by the author in detail. To give you an ex- 
ample of the role that the relatedness concept plays in 
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